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A b s t r a c t

Two-dimensional supersymmetrio sigraa-models on cotangent

bundlee over СР° are investigated. These manifolds are

supplied with hyperkahlerian metrics, and the corresponding

СГ-models possess N«4 supersymmetry. Also they admit in-

stantonio solutions,which permits to apply ITSV2 method

and calculate exact ft-functions, P>(g ) • 0, ae was expec-

ted. '

Институт Toopt-i ическоЯ и экспериментальной физики 1 9 8 4



For » long tie» signs mr»del* cocupy * significant place

in theoretical p&yaioa, both because of their elegancy and a

wide гм1в of physical applications. Recently the need in ac-

tlTe exploration at СГ-aodela beeaa» evident from another . -

point of view. Supersymmetrieal coupling at matter to gravi-

tational field require* complicated nonlinear self-action

of the scalar natter field, which oan be brought to a cigaa-

-•odel - like form* Importaaee of thla fact can hardly be

, eapeolally la ccnneetfon with jiontrlTlal dy-

naadcal propertiea of algaaHaodela. Inalght Into the Inter-

action of aealara can prev* to be cractal for building

the unified field theory baaed on d-11 aupergravlty*

Beeidea, GT-aodela in auperayoawtry can play their

ucitiil role of "a proving ground
11
 for rarloue theoretical

etateaente. SigaB~nodele proride • j .a unique example of

non-gauge theoriea,which Ьедате quite analogously to non-

-abelian gauge flelda« In auperayaoetry atudiea CT-aodela

are of use primarily in connection «lth two fundamental pro»

blema of auperayametry breaking and ultraviolet finltenea».

! An impreaslon arises,that all the maximally supereyma»t-

; rlo theories are finite. 2hls poaclbillty la the only known

! and attraotlra alternatl-re to formal ranozmallaabillty«.lB.
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particular,one oan hope, that the maximally supersynimetric

theory of B"«8 supergravifcy is finite, (lot only pro, but

also contra arguments exist.) The maciaelly snpersymmetric

at d-4 H-4 Yang-iails theory really prored finite.Alto the

maximally supersyametric (F«4) two-dimensional sigma-models

seam finite /1,2/. This is one of the reasons,why hyper-

kahler spaces attract attention,since H«4 supersymmetric aig~

ma-models at d«2 arise on hyperkahler manifolds /1/.

Hyperkahler CT*-models are also of interest in four di-

mensions, where they possess the (muTiniFi allowed for spins 0

and 1/2) 11=2 supersymmetry. Coupling to >»2 supergrevity

is incompatible with hyperkahler structure /3/; howerer in the

low energy liBttt.as the Planck mass tends to infinity,quater-

nionic СГ-models,which are coupled to H«2 supergrarity,beco-

me hyperkahlerian. It is worth saying,that all the quaternio-

nic models listed at the end of paper/3/,are homogeneous and

thus they transform into free ones in this limit.It seems use-

full to consider non-homogeneous metrics on quaternion!с mani-

folds.

At last, hyperkahler d«2 supersyimetric sigma-models are

of interest in the context of the method of calculating

exact ft -functions, suggested by HoTikor,Shifman,Tainshtein

and ZakharoT /4-6/. 7inlteness of a theory implies,in parti-

cular, the Tanifthing of ft-function,and it is sensible to

check up this statement with a conreniant method at hand. At

ithe same time, this extends the realm ot applications of the •

'method itself; aaoreorer the way the answer arises is not quite '

:triTial»



#*e attempted to explain our interest in hyperkahler sigma-

-nodels. The study of these models is,however, impeded, since

, explicit hyperkahler metrics are known only in a few cases,

see /7,12-14/. We build up a class of such (nos-oingular) met-

rics on non-compact manifolds with the topology of cotangent

bundles over CI*
1
* (Our way of reasoning and the results ap-

peared similar to those of Calabi /7/*) Real dimension of hy-

perKahler manifold U is obligatory mul-tiple of four, diagM-4n.

On the other hand, dirn̂  T (CP
11
) * 4n. In other words,w» gire

examples of hyperkahler spaces in all dimensions.Construction

of these examples begin3 in the s.'i with fondstlon of Ricci-

-flat Kahler metrics. The metric? obtained automatically are

hyperisEhler ones, as зЬота in a.2. In 8.3 other examples

of hyperkahler metrics are discussed* The rery words "sigaa-

-model" are not used in these three sections.where nothing

except the geometry of 4n-dim manifolds is considered.

3.4 is devoted entirely to hyperkahler GT -models and to cal-

culation of their & -functions according to the 5SV2 me-

thod.
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Section 1. Kahler Ricci-flat metric* /7/.

a) Kahler structure /8/«

bet И be a complex manifold with an hermitean metric

, ^ ^ , и,; cling, M =
For dfl" to be real, the matrix r - should be heznltean,

(Hot every even-dixaensional metric can be brought (even local-

ly) to hermitean form by a coordinate change. It is evident

because any 2n-dim metric has 2n{2n+i)
 ж 2 n

2
 + n

 i
ni
g
iB
^

pendent components,while hermitean metric (1) - only n . By

changing 2n coordinates the former can be brought to the

4c~t+er one only in two dimensions,when n«1.)

Now let us nctjttire the parallel t:ransport to preserve

the complex stucture of manifold,, Hermitean metric has va-

nishing unmixed components: g * g • 0. Invariance of the-

se conditions with respect to parallel transport is iden-

tical to vanishing of all mixed components of Cristoffel

symbols; л _ e(

Г* — i -
=

so that only | .«r and I
 E
rr remain non-sero. Eqs.O) are

conditions for the derivatives of .metric g — to satisfy:

i +
 U)

iln their turn, these conditions imply that £ .— is locally

;expressed through a single function K(s . в ):
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The metric,specifying covariantly constant complex structu-

re, i.e. satisfying eqs.(4), is named Kahlerian,and the fun-

ction K(z,s) is named the Kahler potential.

The formulas of Riemaon geometry are simplified signifi-

cantly in the case of Kahlerian. metric:

„ _
Q
*

Ricci tensor has only mixed components end

The formula (6) for kahierian metric can be easily verified

with the help of identities

% T f VjL and

Prom (б) it is evident,that for Ricci-flat metric

det gv m еолагК (7)

»* .

(More generally det g g =» f(a) x f(a), but no non-sin-

gular analytical functions exist on complez manifolds,that we

are going to consider, if we require also a good behaviour at

infinity.) Eq
t
(7) is the condition we will exploit fur-

ther.

b) Equations for the metric.

| We will design Ricci-flat metrics, proceed ing froa cotangent
i
ibundles over Kahler manifolds, bet ua begin with a 2n-dimensi~
i *

; onal Ы with a metric g^r
 я
 Р,Э-К(а,5)} rf.&= 1 • n.
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We denote 2n coordinates In cotangent apace through

w^apd »£. As a result the 4a coordinates on cotangent bund-

le S?*M are »* z ,w tw-. A scalar

can be built now from coordinates w. Let us look for a Eah-

ler potential on I If in the form of

K(a,2) + * « * ) . (9)

Then the metric on T M has a block form:: G • I J,

j
and complex njcn matrices A,B,C,D are expressed
through the.Kahler metric on M, grf-» *5 DjC(i,i), its inver-

1ее g*(^(8,5) • (g.-)"
1
*^ and the function Р(Эв), or.mo-

re precisely, through the derivative of this function,

Н(Э£) - P»(5£). Indices are raised and lowered with help of

and ĝ v- ; e.g.
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The Ricci-flatnea* condition (7) iaplies that

/A B\
det { I - oout. (12)

It is extremely important, that the left hand side of this

equation does not necessarily depend on s and w separate-

ly, but nay depend on 2 C only* In such caaes aq,(12) be-

comes an equation for E(X>), which can be resolredjand thua

some Ricci-flat metrics really are described by the anaats (9).
/A 3 \

Determinant of the 2n x 2n matrix I I can be
Vc D /

conveniently expressed through the determinant of a n x n

matrix»

det [ ) - dat ( AD - BD^CD ). (13)
\ С D /

This identity can be easily obtained by toe use of 1птаг1-

anee of determinant with respect to linear corahinating .of

rows of matrix» Subtracting from the upper part of the

matrix [ ) its lower part,multiplied by BD frota
\G В I

one can
/A B\ /A - BD^C В - BD"*1» \
I ) " det I _ I -
\ 0 D I Л О О /

/A - BD"rC 0 \ • \
\ » det ( A * BD ^C ) det D.

\ 0 D I

the left, one can verify.that

, - - . . _ _ _ " _ _ -BD-
1
»

det

dat

It one nultipliee by D-1B from the right a alightly dif-

ferent fonaula arises:

/А в \ - Y
det { 1 - det ( AD - CD'^BD ).

/А в \
{ 1 -
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The formulae (11) for Matrices A,B,C,D imply immedeate-

ly.that

A - BD-̂C > ^ . A - - | D ^ C | - 8 , - H R # ^ ( and

det ( I » det( tZ+ E& -wfv* ) det( nSz+ H»WSr
V C D . / > > $ » > JCD > >

She . V fd+ttr . determinant, ie obviously equal to

fi + Н'Л.) . (15)

Ae to the tarn* determinant, it depends generally speaking,

not only on PC , therefore the aneatx (S) can not be ap-

plied in the case of arbitrary Kahler manifold. Thie has an

evident origin to be discussed a bit later, There are mani-

folds, however, which do . not require any modification of

(9), These are К * CI
11
, Hhey ere characterised by the ex-

pression at Rleaann tensor in terms cf metric:

She metric, K&hlerian potential and dristoffel symbols in

the case of CF
11
 are equal to

** ~ (17)

& - г2 In (1 •
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.According to (16) the first determinant in eq»(14) is equal to

i

( 1 + i
2
 н ae)

21
"*

1
 ( 1 + -- нэе.).

г* г
i

Xhus the Ricci-flatnesa condition (7) for f (CP
11
) Ьесошев *

simple equation for H(«3t):

whic£i is readily resolred» the answer being Independent of n(|J:

- i ̂. 1%- Oe. з 4лзе (19)

The a and r multiplyers are inessential, being easily

eliminated by redefinition of H and Л. . In «hat follows

we will put a and r equal to unity. Prom (19) we hare

for

(we will not need the complicated expression for Kahlerian
Ж

potential P ( X ) = ^ H d a g , ) . Some important relations

to be of use in future follow imnedeately from eq.(19):

H (1 + Н Л ) - 1; (21)

(H + Н«Л.)(1 + 2НД6.) - 1; (22)

(23)

Among their implications is a simple formula for matrix

To illustrate our result we onsicfer the metric in the
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simplest e«ae of в>1
(
 I.e. for cotangent bundle over a two-

-dimensional sphere S
2
 • C P

1
.

lote that at w,w - 0 ( *0) it transforms into

>
}
 ** (25)

« 0 ; G^- - (1 + Vtt
2
)

2
 « G** • -1-.

She metrics for all other I (СР°) behave similarly at w,w»Oj

T ' ~ ' - (26)

It remains to explain, what distinguishes CP
11
 among other

Eahlerian manifolds. The thing ie that CP
0
 ore spaces of rank

1, i.e. they have a single independent invariant tensor,being

the metric g-t and all other tensors, built from the metric

derivatives, are expressed through g«^- itself. Sne formula

(16) for the curvature tensor is an example. For other mani-

folds 0£- > gf'w^w- is not a single independent invariant,

which can be built from соvectors w^ and S-. insats (9) is

then sure io contain a function F of all independent in-

variants. *or instance, in ease of manifolds M of the second
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rank, Kahlerlan potential, which upeolfiea the Hicci-flat e»t-

rlc on T*K ehould liar» th* font of

j i R N w w iW

Hot* now,- that the metric G(z.£,w,w) contalzue at aost

second derlratire of Kiihler potential by w, therefore no

"new" ecalare, different from Л. and being of fourth or higher

,power in w, does not affect the та1и« ot metric at w*O.Xhua

the Ricci-flat metric on I I at w*O alway» poeeseree* the

properties (26). T M s la atl «bat we will need in a.4«

Let us list here the ranks of^alinpleat - honogeneoua and

symmetric - compact Kahler manifold» /9/:

x SU(n) x U(1) - min(a
t
n);

U(1) -
 n
,

30(2n)/SU(n) x S0(2) . n;

S0(n+2)/S0(n) x 30(2) <n*2) - 2;

Jg/ S0(10) X S0(2) . 2;

S0(2) - 3.
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Section 2. Hyperkahlerian structure on T*K /7/.

In tbis section we explain the requirements for the metric

\Q JJ ) on Ф M, for Jt could be (locally) hyperkehlerian;and

show that the Rioci-flat metrics on I (CF*)
f
 which were const-

ructed above,satisfy these conditions.

•} Hyperkahleriar manifolds.

Similarly to Kebier structure the hyperKahlerian one is

closeiy related to the form of holonon?' group. The holonomj-

group ox e manifold M is genertxec by the parallel trensport

ef whatever теехоге along whatever closed curvee ±n nl, and

deserxfcee -the rotation of vectors with respect to their initi-

al directions after the return to initiel point.

a 4r-Qimensionbl Riemcnr space can possess the follcring

groups /6/ •

St-ГДс

autxercionic
 v

The kieoann conne'.-*isr: preserves the scelar pj-Dluct enu does

not eJMBM's the icn^tude of vfcctors. Formally thie zs езгргеь-

seo in erx'iBymsiKtrxcitj' ir i;, 2.. ̂ .~,

eerveb as к generetor of aoicnosr? grr-up.

/r^ .- к ' •
с" — " iC" - Ti* ,.

w
. ax A cur" ,- f Ci.,.l»'i«.4xi>.ThU£ the holo-

noirj' {rroup с* An-ciEi. Kie-mexm manifold ie obligatory subgroup
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of S0(4n), but it can appear smaller, thoa manifesting

special structure on M. Бтеп-dlaeneional M can, for example, poe-

sess complex structure» Eowerer, in order the holonomy group could

I Imowjf about it, the complex structure must be preaerred by paral-

lel transport, i.e. the manifold should be Kahlerian. la* holono-

my group of Kahler manifold reduces from real orthogonal sroup

S0(4n) to "complex orthogonal",i.e. unitary U(2n), She U(2n)

group is not aemiaimple: U(2n) - U(1)xSU(2n). This is quite natu-

ral: In case of real manifold* the in-rerianee of scalar product

forbids the multiplication of all 4n components of a rector by an

overall factor to be a result of going around a closed contour.

As to 2n complex components,they may be subjected to such a homo-

geneous transformation, TI Z . innltiplicatlon by a uniaodular number»

ber. this is exactly the origin of U(1) factor in holonomy gro-

ups of Kahlerian manifolds» The generator of this 0(1) subgroup

is the trace of Riemann tensor, i.e. the Rleoi form:

R*^§ d»*Ad? » R-j.dB^ds^,** Therefore the U(1) factor is ab-

sent in the holonomy group* of Ricci-flat Kahlerian manifolds,

and U(2n) la reduced to SU(2n) in this case.

4n-aim. manifolds may роьаевв not only complex, but also qua-

ternionic structure. If It is corariantly «onstant, the holonomy
agein

group appears smaller than S0(4n). The aoalar product of qur.ter-

nions, ithlch is preserved by thie group, is inrariant under the

action of non-semisimple group Sp(1).xSp(n), irtiich is analogous

to U(i)::SU(2n) in the complex case. Also the origin of the Spd)

indices &,.*•
 }
 S* ere complex; d

$M f
S • 1+2n. Note, that

in complex notation Rjgv-? la no longer antlaycmetrical in &. .£
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factor ressembles that of IT(1): Sp(1) corresponds to multipli-

cation by a quaternion of unit length. However,vrhile the elimi-

nation of U(1) from holonomy gxoup did not change significantly

the structure of manifold, elimination of Sp(1) appears more

interesting, The thing is that Sp(1) interrelate» different

complex structures on K. Quaternion can be obviously represen-

ted as & pair of complex numbers is various таув,according to

the freedom of linear unimoduler tronsformatisne in the spece

of three imaginary unite. The group of linear transformations

of three orthogonal trait rectors is exactly £и(г)я5р(1). The

factor 3?{*.} cnverlxig the holonomy ^roup, the cowariantly cons-

tant complex в true tore le absent ^r К (and only qu/sternionic

one exists); perellel transport converts one complex etrucvu-

re inxo another. In other words, quotemionac isanifola is not

Kahlerian, urJLess its holonomj* group reduces eiaply to Sp(n).

In thie сеяв we arrive at the so called hyperKahlerian struc-

ture. KyperkaMeidan manifold IB quaternionic and kahleriai.

at once: aeroover it possesses infinitely aany*^ covarianTly

constant ccmplea: etructures. interrelated by means of Sp(1)

group, which аоев not enter the holonony group. This picture

appeara espesxaliy simple in the case of n»1, fox fourdimsn-

eional manifoide. Onpitiel group 30(4) in this case is iao-

aorphic to SU(2)xSU{2>. Рог the hypttricahler manifold one

CC'2>»Sp(i) is the holonomy group indeed, while another SU(2)

does not ester the holonomy group and serves as an "external"

symmetry group.corresponding to the freedom in specifying

complex structure.We shall return to four-dim.spaces in a,3.

*'Thoy are naturally labeled t-y points of a «here S
2
»C?

1
,
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Holoaomy group Sp(n) of a hyperkaleriaa manifold 10

a subgroup of SU(2n), corresponding to Ricci-flat Kahlerian

structure. It means,that hyperkahler space obligatory has

vanishing Ricci tensor, This was the reason for us to begin

the fondation of hyperkahlerian metrics with the search for

Ricci-flat ones*

One may find the description of hyperkahlerian structu-

re from slightly different points of view in refs,|j,3,7^

b) HyperKahlerian metrics on T M.

To prove the (local) hyperkahler structure It Is suf-

ficient to observe three linearly independent covariantly

constant complex structures (or three closed 2-fonus,what

is the same) on T M and to show that they are .interre-

lated by the transformations of SU(2)*Sp(1) group»

One of these forms is given directly by Kahlerian met-

on T M (the closeness

the Kahler conditions (4))*

ric on T M (the closeness of this fora is identical to

Two other covariantly constant 2-forms are

tt^-^Aftt** (28)
and ^ —. —..

La jacU?VU«<i (29)

(Heal foras are (0t>
}
 Uii+U), „ ^ ifty-U),) J

It remains to present infinitesimal transformations

of algebra SU(2), which reJate Ф
оt
U)£}x& ty . «hey have

the following form:
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(30)

In order *o verify,that this is an SU(2) algebra indeed,let

u» consider the transformation» of vector

(Her* one «hould recall, that П#ф ~ rtdLfyV -Pand B^-

Certainly, formulae (30) define SU(2)-transformations

: (3D

if and onljt if

and

Two sore conditions can be obtained by complex conjugation:

( 3 5 )

low let us apply the transformation (30) to the 2-form (M
n
i
о



1 7 -

There la nothing but the forms U)4 and W, in the r.a.i, of

(36), if the conditions (32-35) are satisfied along with the

two analogous ones:

ef (37)

One can easily verify, that these conditions are also suffici-

ent for the forms CO/ and (A?f to convert into Wo and thea-

selves under the transformations (30),

Formulas (32-35,37,38) are conditions for a metric on

III to be hyperkahlerian. It can be easily realized, that

these conditions are satisfied by the metrics £i1,2Gj on

T (CP11), which had been constructed in Section 1. 7e comment

hare only on the derivation ofeq. JU) - ВС * 1. Kon-covarlant

terms with dristoffel symbols imnedeately c&ncell in this com-

bination, thus leaving

After the substitution of Hlemann tenser (16) for C7
11
 (with

r=1) into this expressioii, we obtain

Hi/-- S/
The factor before § j equals one, vthile that before

a

vanishes according to eqs.(?1) end (23) for the function

H(X).
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Section 3* Four-dlmenslonal gravitational instantona.

We dieeuss In tlii« ••etion the mil known examples of hy-

perkahlerian spaces - the four-dimensional solutions of duali-

ty equation» R » *R - the so o«lled gravitational lnstan-

toss* Tar some of then explicit metrios are known, but on-

ly Eguchi-Hanson instanton (BE) had been preaented in coordi-

nates «here the me trio beoam» kEhlerlan. Jlote.that Egachi and

Baneon did not find non-*2ngnlar kShlerinn coordinates;it waa

done later in Calabi'e paper /7/. Indeed, we «hall «how,that

the aetric on T*(G? ) obtained In ш.Л, describee EH instanton,

and present the tsanaforaation between our non-eipgular kahle-

rian coordinates on SHI and the conventional singular ones*

a) Gravitational instnntons /10-14/.

She self-duality condition for the Rieaann tensor.

(indiees i,...,.1 « 1 ? 4 correspond to four real coordina-

tes), has several simple implications:

- After contraction of indiees Ik In eq,(39), we obtain

Hied tensor in the 3.h
a
s

#
, while the r.h.s. vanishes because

of Bianchi identity for the curvature of metric connection.

- Thus self-duality of Riemann tensor implies the self-du-

ality of leyl tensor (the traceleae part of curvature tensor,

jwhioh varies homogeneously under oonfornal transfomations).

Inverse is erroneous: self-duality of Weyl tensor does not
i

•restrict in any way the form of Ricci tensor and thus does not
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require Biemaan tensor to Ъе self-dual.

- Gravitational inetanton automatically satisfies (Euclide-

an) Einstein's equations ^^»0 and it may serre to describe

tunelling between different gravitational vacua, if noncompact,t

or "topologic" fluctuations of gravitational field (the foam),

if compact /11/,.

For our purposes the last implication la of the most inte-

rest г

- Eq.(39) is the condition for holonomy group, which cor-

responds to distinguishing of a S(J(2) subgroup in 50(4) *

» SU(2) z SU{2). Therefore (cf.s,2) eq.(39) means,that any gra-

vitational instanton is kahlerian, Ricci-flat and,as SU(2) »

* Sp{1), even hyperkahlerian manifold . It is important,that

nothing besides eq.(39) is necessary to obtain this statement,

including the form of metrie,which describes the gravitational

instanton* (A more complicated problem is to prove the exis-

tence of global (hyper)kahlerian structure, i.e. the compati-

bility of structures in different maps, For some of gravita-

tior.al instantons (viz. КЗ, SH et al.) this problem have

been resolved. We are interested, however, in local (hyper)kah-

lerian structure,}

*fezhaps, it is worth saying,that the assertions of 3.2 are

valid "in both directions". Jfor instance, not only covariantlr

constant hermitean structure requires the holonomy group to

lay in U(2n), but also the holonomy group being U(2n) implies,

that the space can be (locally) supplied with a (cov.constant)

hermitean structure. The quaternionic structure in four dimen-

sions is a unique exclusion* The holonomy group being

Sp(1) x Sp(t) does not imply the possibility to construct qu-

t
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Presentation of explicit hyperkShlerian metric Is a much

more hard problem* Рог compact grar. inetantons - the flo cal-

led КЗ epaees - во metric at all is known, only their exis-

tence is pro-red and the main topologioal and cohomological

parameter» found. Among non-compact spaces the so called

asymptotiealy localy flat (AUP) end aeymtoticaly localy

Euclidean (ALE) ones hare been studied mostly» These two

kinds of spaces are distinguished according to their asymp-

totics at x —>O"=>. AL? spaces are asymptoticaly 5

while ALE - E
4
/f • Here Г is a finite subgroup of S0(4),

which acts on Ir and thus on its boundary S-'.In the

simplest case ("* * Zj.. The most popular is the instanton,

corresponding to Zg subgroup, ris. Eguchi-Hanson instanton.

b) Asymptotics of T (CP ) and its equivalence to Eguchi-

-Hanson instanton /12/*

Analysis of Eguchi-Hanson metric ,

(40)

in the ricinity of coordinate singularity at r • 1, implies

! aternionic structure (of course,there is no surprise,since

i SOU) * SD(2)xSU(2) * Sp(1)xSp(1)i It is worth mentioning al-

! so, that here we understand quaternionie structure as the

possibility to bring the metric to the form of ds • f(x
1
 •*.

... x.) x (dx.,+.••+&£,) (similarly in 8,12,,.. dimensions)*
The notion of abstract quaternionic structure,based on the
subtle notion of quaternion-analytical coordinate transforma-
tions, is not necessary for our purposes,and we do not
discuss complicated problems,connected with this structure.

*^We remind the relation between "flafand"spherical" eo-
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that the varl&blo **» does not тагу in the interval (О.43Г

as does the angular parameter on S-\ but rather in a twice

aa small interval (0
#
2ЭГ). This corresponds to the already

mentioned factorization w.r.to Z
2
 in the asymtotlc domain

r - * © ° • The эате analysis allowed Egucht and Hanson to con-

clude, that their inst*nton has the topology of cotangent bun-

die over a ehere, I S » I (CP ). This is, perhaps, sufficient

for arguing that our hyparkahlerian metric on T (CP ) is

equivalent to the EH one. We prefer»howrrer, • soaewhat

more detailed explanation. Below we shall study the asyapto-

tice of our ив trio on T (CP ) and prore.that it coincides

with metric on. KVZg. Then It will be straightforward to

transform the whole metric to "spherical" coordinates,oonren-

tional for £HX.

Explicit form of the hyperkShlerian isetrie on T*(CP1) is

given in eqs.(24). Let us study its aaymptotics at

Then also X-»<^* end (24) become

/ te (rf \ / гм

It is easy to compute the Riemann tensor,which corresponds to

metric (42)* The simplest way is to use fonmilae (6).For la-

ordinates on R
4
r ^-t-Гх,,-* *C-*-S «л^

 ь
 ^ ->

t=£.
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Inverse matrix for (42) is GW - ( 2hJi hrt 1

How it is obvious from (42), that B* - » 0. In the ваше шаппвг

one can aesertain that ell other components of currature tensor

vanish, i,e, we deal in fact with a metric ot flat apaoe. One

can find the coordinate change, which transforms (42) into eu-

elidean form \du\
2
 + ldvl

2
j

U 3 )

Complex Euclidean coordinates in the flat space are

ti • (2w)
1
^

2
z and т - (2w)

1/
'

2
, . Дрреагелсв of the squ-

are root manifests, that the aeymptotics ot T (CP ) at

|w| —•» o * does not ooineide with E* » C
2
, labeled by coordi-

nates u,r; but rather covers a one half of this plane - R V Z
2

In other words our metric describes an ALE space, which corres-

ponds to factorization w,r«to Zg, just as EH instanton does.

Let us proceed to the whole metric (24) at finite w.

Eqs«(40,41) and especially (43) i«ply the following coordina-

te change for the transfer between non-singular Jcahlerian coor-

dinates (z,w) and singular spherical (j»^» &, f») ones:

" * * * .
 < 4 4 )

Or.to put it differently,

0 ^

(45)

Metric (24) baa the following font in these coordinates:
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: It remains to change g for r, r* • 1+S*»
 i n

 отйет to

' bring this expression to the form (40). In other words, Ш

; metric (40) can be written dorm in kehlerian coordtnatea

I
 :

(47)П7 0- )
and has the form (24)*

c) Global symmetries.

let us aay now a few words about global вулк-з tries of

Eguchi-Hanson instanton and other T (CP
11
) spaces. The met-

ric (40) has an apparent U(1)xU(1) symmetry vr.r.to rotati-

ons in 4- and ф directions: 4-->'^-+Vand ^ — + ^ 4 ^

Of courae, the same symmetries are possessed by the metric

(24). One of them corresponds to simultaneous multiplicati-

i£ 2

on of z and v/ by 9 • Wot only ds but even the

matrix Gjjy doss not vary under this transformation. The

second U(1) symmetry changes Oj^ n d leaves invariant

only ds - contraction of в щ and dz,dw. This symmetry

acts by multiplication of w <but not z) by e .

In fact,' the construction from s.1 gaaantees a .

higher symmetry of metric on 3? M, at least coinciding
with the symmetry "ч£ of initial manifold M, since

both initial metric g — on M and scalar а

are covariant w.r.to *^ . Consider again the сазе n»1,

1 2
M = CP = S . The sphere is invariant under the transfor-

mations from group *^ я S0(3) = SU(2), In kahlerlan

coordinates z,z only transformations from stationary

subgroup H » U(1) are realized linearly: z —r- er g>
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z —•г-'еГ z. Other transformations act nonlinearly:

z — 9 - z + € + z2e , z — у z + e + g.2€. (48)

Tangent vectors dz are transformed linearly,

dz —*- dz (1+2«z), dz *- dz (1+2£z).

The same is,of course, valid for cotangent vectors

w —»- w (1-2gz), w —•• w (1-2«z) (49)

and metric

(the latter statement can be easily verified,since

^zz (1+la( ) )• It is clear from these formulas that

2C« gzzlwl2 is invariant of all S0(3) transformations.

Moreover,the Kahler potential, which depends on tr through

lw| only, obligatory gives rise to a metric, possessing ad-

ditional U(1) symmetry w.r.to phase rotations of w:

w —*we , w —*> w e~ . Therefore the symmetry of metric on

T*M is ^xU(1) = S0(3)xU(1) * U(2). In verifying inva-

riance of

with the matrix G^, defined by formulae (24), one should re-

member, that . dw "intermixes" with d*:

dw —>-dw (1-2fa) - 2£w dz.

Are there coordinates, which vary linearly not only under

the action of 4xU(1) » U(1)xU(1), but of entire xU(1) *

в И(2)? We know already,that asymptotically T*(CP
1
) with

metric (24) . is flat C*/Z
2
, The group U(2) operates «imply

at least in this esymptoticr.1 domain. However, it acts line-

arly not on z and w, but rather on euclideen coordinates
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u - (2w)
1>/2

z and т • (2w)
1
^

2
 (see (43>). Independent pha-

ae rotations u —~»-u e * and т —+• v e £ corres-

pond to two U(1) group», which rotate phases of s and w.

She rest transformations of U(2),

+ (т,
(50)

т —•»- т • gu

coincide exactly with formulae (48,49) for transformations of

z and w. It is easy to recognise,that oe. = (1+|*| ) |w| *

- j( \VL\
2
 + lv|

2
 ), and the Xahler potential (9), K(*,i)+P(ae)

deponds, in essense, on X. only (since the change ч Т poten-

tial K ( B , Z ) » j ( ln2B. - lnw - Inw ) for | l n % .

is an allowed one - it does not change the metric)» Transfor-

mations, which do not cLange the Kahler potential (do not

change 3S.
 t
&3 (50)) define synmetries of the metric* There-

fore the action of 0(2) group, which leare* (24) invariant,is

given by formulae (50) not only la asymptotical domain v

but in fact everywhere,

Kahlerian coordinates u,v on 2HZ were introduced in

original paper by Eguchi and Hanson . /12/ in a somewhat ar-

tificial way - by a transformation of metric (40)* One may

obtain the corresponding metric straightforwardly,just as it

was done in s.1, starting this tiae from the aneats

2 2 ••

P( u + v ) for Xahler potential. She drawbacks of coordi-

nates u,v on I (CP ) are the singularity at u
 2
 + т • 0

and the lack of explicit hyperkahlerian structure» The both

drawbacks are absent in ease of coordinates w,s. However,

it seems difficult to find these coordinates,without apply-

ing the systematical procedure, proposed in a«1.
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Section 4. Vanishing A -function of U«* supereymmetrie two-

-diisensional sigma-models.

In thi3 section we ©hall use hyperkahlerian metrics,obtained

in s»1, for constructing N=4 supersymmetrie sigma-modele. We

are not going to discuss the possibility of occurence o± new

counterterms due to quantum corrections to the classical Lag-

rangisa ; and suppose that the only what arises is renormaliza-

tion of the fe -function type, i.e. counterteras included into

consideration have the same form as the original Lagrangian. In

feet in the case of N»4 sypersymmetric С-models this assump-

tion ±e of less interest than in other cases (e,g. homogeneous

Ha2 SUSY СГ-aiodels), since the proof of absense of"new" coun-

ter terms in these theories, if not based on global symmetry ar-

guments, exclude simultaneously the В -function-like «norma-

lization (see,however, discussion in ref.2). Nerertheless, be-

cause of the reasons, explained in the Introduction, we consi-

der sensible to look, how the NSVZ method operates in case of

hyoerkehlerian C"-oodels, and how the vanishing в -function

arises in this method.

a) Two-dimensional supersymmetrie 6"-nodels.

The set of dynamical fields of bosonic СГ-aodel consists

of m scalar fields <£r(x), i * i*m. which are interpreted

as coordinates on a m-dineneional Riemann manifold M with met-

'See refe^l,2,153 in this connection; note also,that the met-

rics of Section 1 possess high global symmetry (U(n+1) for

T'^CP 1 1)), which by iteelf nay appear eufficient to forbid new

countert«res.
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rio &с<(Ф)« И** action has the form

•4

In two dimensions (d»2) С-model (51) always has a

auperextenalon in term» of supexfields .

Supersynmetric action differs from (51) in the change of ordi

nary derivatives for supercorariant ones.

(The relevance of only one (oonplex) rariable 0 corresponds

to the Uajorana spinor in two dimensions oonsisting of a sing-

le (complex) component.)

3uperpartnere of coordinates у , i.e. у
1
 » s.re naturally

interpreted as rectors or 1-forms on the manifold LI, their an-

ticonmutativity being related to the antisymmetry of external

multiplication of forma. Supersymraetry generator is compared

with external derivative d. What does extonded supersymetry

mean in these terms? Imagine,that additional discret symmetry

of (co)tangent space to M is present. u<L%, the correspon-

ding generator be I. Xhen one may take the composition led

to be the second supersymmetry generator. Но лгег, this gene-

rator should be nilpotent, (Io d) » 0. Xhis means that the

'X being a group or homogeneous manifold, the actions diffe-

rent from (51) exist» as well as its non-trivial generalizati-

gns,e,g. due to Wass-Zumino terms. Рог construction of euper-

genersllzations of bosonie models also the refuse of Д1этапа

connection (introduction of torsion) may be of interest. We

shall no discuss any modifications of this kind here..
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discrete symmetry I should commute with d, I.e. I should be

corariantly constant. Example ot such operator I Is giTen by

corariaatly constant complex, i*e« kihlerlan, atrueture (In this

case I
2
» -1). In other words, kahlerian structure of the mani-

fold U is equiralent to H>2 auperaymmetry of the theory (54)

/16/. Similarly, H-4 supersymnetry of (54) is related to hyper-

kahlerian structure on И (this statement is rigorously prored in

ref.1). We underline, that it is hyperkahlerlan rather than sim-

ply quaternionic structure, which is required. Quaternion!с

structure does not garaxttee the ezistense of single (nothing

to 4>&$&ДО about three) covariantly constant discrete opera-

tors (cf*s«2).

In the ease of U*2 supersyometry ail manifestly H»2 supersym-

metric form of action exists /16/. tEhis means,that there are two

complex Grassman rarlables. In order to preserre the number of

degrees of freedom - a single fermion (У for each coordinate

ф * - the passage from ordinary to chiral superfields is requ-

ired* the latter being dependent on $ and "chiral x",

. (Oten ̂ б ^ ^ З Ь е е (53).):

that not only Q^ • Q§ - 0, but also Q
2
Q

1
 > (I d)d - 0.

This corresponds to the absense of spin 1 particles in sl

models with expended supeysyianetriej. A non-vanishing produot

is, for example, Q1Q9 " d(I«»d) • Idd. JTote also,that oorreot

comnutatiou relations Q^Q^ + QjQ
i
 • 2H

 1;
. - (dd + ad) ^

are satisfied by hermitean linear coebinations of.operators Q
4
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: The action in explicitly N»2 SUSY form looks like

i

] , (56)
After integration orer d Q and d § the action in components

1
 arises, the bosonic piece of which coincides with eq.(5i). On

the other hand, the term *НЪ1р.<¥~Ъи,<Р' in (56) has the form

of (f К /W^lyffy*? Therefore (V* /т4>*Т<?
р
] = §*£ ;

I.e. the functional К(ф,ф) should be Kahlerian potential

for the metric g . r (In particular, К does not depend on de-
*P. T-

riyatires of superfielde <p , тс») Thus we are once acre con-

Tinced, that Kahlerian structure is necessary for H=2 super-

symmetry in two dimensions. ' After integration over a pair

of Grassmanian uriablee d9 d6 , the action (56) transforms,

of course, into (54)* The action (54) in components looks like:

Here

, in particular, in four dimensions, an arbitrary

6*-model (51) does not hare eupenymraetry extension. Apparent-

ly Kahlerian sigaa-models, possessing Ж-2 SUSY at d«2, пате

at d«4 a I«1 aupereye»etry. Similarly, hyperkahlerian struc-

ture corresponds to S«4 eupereyenetry at d«2 and Я»2 SUSY at

d«4.
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b) Insteutonic solution* In two-dimensional Kihlerian

sigma-models.

Existence of instantonic solutiona in d-dimeneional eigma-

-model is related to non-triviality of the d-th homotopic group

of the manifold M, Jf
d
(M). If 3T

d
(M) A 0, then after the spe-

cification of boundary conditions at the infinity of Euclidean

"space-time" R (ф (x)-* dp^ • const as |xj-»oo ),

the fields i<b
i
(x)v , describing шаре S

d
— * M, are divided

into the classes of different topological charges. The minima

of action in different classes are achieved on (nulti)instanto-

nic configurations.

Рог instantons to exist in two-dimenaional 5*-model, it is

necessary, that $Г
 2
(M) /* 6, 33iis implies, for example, that

instantons are absent on group manifolds M*G, i.e. in d«2 ho-

mogeneous sigma-models with global symmetry &cG (JT
2
vG) is

always trivial). An important set of manifolds with non-trivial

0̂ 2 consists of compact simply connected Kahlerian manifolds

without boundary /17/. 3y definition, Kahlerian structure im-

plies the existence of closed (covariantly constant) 2-form

SV^ З ^ Ь ^
1
^ ^ ^ ^ built with the use of the metric

g.;(j
(
5), The closeness condition, ~ , "1?

is equivalent to relations $4$$= fafl* ,

which were adopted as definition of Kahlerian structure (see

eqs.(4)). Be the closed form %, non-exact, Л Я Р Ч С / .this

would mean the non-triviality of the second cohomology group

H (M). Then one may apply Hurevi^ theorem, stating that
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гГВдОО « Н
2
(Ю. provided Х^(Ю • О, and еда ince

that ^JT^dl) •* О* Я л form Si/ is not exact for coirpaot mani-

fold* M г ' ..
 1
 '. . . j. Let m be complex.:, dime: si on of M,

1 m • dinuM • jjdimpM. Then 2m-form 0
m
 defines the vdume

element (Jid %£& J de'A — A «Ai^Aeti'A... <te**, if 5Ь= с((0 then

Л
1
*
1
- (AujV**- rLlU)H^) R in other -words JL beinr exact

form,0
 m
 is also exact. For compact manifolds

the volume element can not be exact form, what eor.pletec

the froof of non-triviality of SJf,g(M) in this cese.

When applied to hyperkahlerian eigma-models, this state-

ment implies the existence of instentons for КЗ manifolds.

Unfortunately, no explicit hyperkahlerian metrics on cempact

manifolds are yet known. (КЗ is a rather curious example:

without any knowledge about metrics on manifolds of this se-

ria, one can define their simplest topological characteris-

tics, prove the relevance of hyperkahlerian structure and in-

stanton solutions.) For many purposes the knowledge of detai-

led form of metric is not necessary (see the discussion of

C'-models finiteness in retsji,2,15j>, but the insight into

some essential features require* the metric explicitly. Con-

struction of hyperkahlerian metrics in a.1 was organized so

as to ensure the non-triviality of £Tg and relevance of

instantonlc solutions in corresponding sigma-models from the

very beginning. In spite of the non-compactness of the mani-

fold* I*M, 5Г
г
{!Р*М) » ЗГ

2
(Н) / 0. Uon-trivial 2-c^clee on

T (CP
11
) is term* of coordinate* of s.1 are arranged at

w, * 0, Sot*.that in singular coordinates, e.g. in the ease

of standard Eguchi-Hanson metric £40), thl* whole domain
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(w=0) is described by a single point fl»Q, therefore it appears

difficult to recognize instantons in the standard formulation.

Proceed,however, with the description of inatantons in Kah-

lerian d=2 Cf-models (see ref.(j73 for more details).

The 2-form §[, being closed, its integral отег any

2-ciJcle appears topologically invariant - does not change under

any small deformations of the eijele or fields.Choosing an image

of the sphere S , oversweepsd by the field <plx), i.e. the

image of map S —# M, for such an example, we obtain the integ-

named topological charge of the field <p (x). It is convenient

to introduce complex coordinates x * x
1
 + i^; 5 = x. -

in the space R and to write the action (56) and topological

charge Q in the following form:

The minimum of action in the class of fields with given

topological charge Q is achieved on analytical functions

ф(х) от ф(х), *hat depends on the sign of Q:

for Q>0 S-cQ - * Г&ДТ^* "*+*<& ̂ °

and this expression is aero (S achieves its minimum)

for Q<0 S-c(Q| *

and minimum corresponds to"^^» 0. Son-constant analytical

functions on complex sphere CP »S • С U'V̂ 'J unavoidably
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have singularities, the number of these singularities being di-

rectly related to the value of topological charge. This is easy t

to understand, remembering that outside of singularities the

metric g
A
g is expressed through Kahlerian potential КСф.ф

and topological charge

is entirely defined by the presence of singularities. In parti-

cular, instanton itself - the field configuration with Q=1 -

- has exactly one pole:<p rr <X + ~~ , the constants a

being dc^xned by boundary condition at |x | -» &Q , while b -

- by detailed properties of metric gig (see numerous exeiaplcs

in ref.6). We shall choose the boundary condition to be zero:

a .» 0 and gd.

• "*" 4/ Y (СЛ"\

X *о vbi;

In fact the parameters b are not fixed unambiguously by

the requirement Q=1, the remaining freedom in the choice of

x and Ъ corresponds to bosonic zero modes in the instanton

background, i.e to fluctuations preserving the magnitude of the

action. Pour zero-modes,viz. two shifts x
Q
 —# x

Q
 +6# di-

latation b -•^b and phase rotation b*
1
—•> e^b ( £ is

complex, and A- real) are possessed by any instantonic

solution; also additional zero-modes can arise due to global

symmetries of the manifold M. For one-instanton solutions (61)

the field trnnsfotmations b*-*Ae Ь
 a r e

 equivalent to co-

ordinate changes (x-x
0
) —? (x-x

Q
)

 e
. , whet explains the

universality of corresponding zero modes. One should remember

eleo.that zero-modes correspond only to global symmetries,which
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are not broken by boundary conditions at infinity. Рог instan-

ce, in case of M=S no zero-modes correspond to two genera-

tors of iJU(2)-sjmmotry ф~» 4 > ( 4 + б ф ) + 6 (the third

{;ontrator act3 азф"*С1+1*уф
 вп
& ^

g
 related to the phase ro-

tation zero-mode).

The next question,that we would like to discus3,concerns

fermionic zero-modes in the instanton background <Ь
 ± s

+(x)«

The simplest information about them is given by index theorem.

Namely, the difference between the numbers of left- and right-

-hand zero-modes in the case of kahlerian sigma-models is de-

fined by the integral of Ricci tensor /6/:

The simplest way to understand this formula is to look at the

component La^rangian (57) "nd to recognize,that its part,which

is linear 1д ferr-ionic fields,

coincides in fact with the I.p.crancien of two-dimensional elec-

trodynamics, \,Ij' "Я̂ Û *"-f-b "rot. fo v 7 , the role of field

(Л ) . ployed by -—• Гйу^и-ФГ,! +CiC. It remains to

substitute thin expression into the expression for Sehwinger

anomaly /10/,

^

A,,, and to integrate over d'x: , __ . . •i^

(Recall that T> I ьУ~" r̂ eyS n and
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{ Before going further., we discuss eqs.(62) end (63) in mo-

re details, Pormula (63) nay eeem not quite conventional. In

such a formulation all "boundary egfects" are properly incor-

porated, eo that the divergence"^Ju gives zero after the

integration over the whole space R . This formula can be ob-

tained ae follows. "Original" expression for the divergence

, of axial current is

Ihe second term in the r.h.s. is the contribution of regula-

tor field. The average of Ц? *Jf7 in external field ky,

equal» <1? f V> = - fa % ^ + 0 (£)
and tends to zero at infinite regulator mass. In the product

о i ? a single term "remains alive", which gives

the anomaly «4- £«v Гщ/. Now let us look at the first term
SLIT

 r

in the r.h.s of eq.(64). It say seem to be absent for massles

fermion (m»0). In fact, this is incorrect, since the 4*

operators in eq. (64) differ from "physical" ones ^ъЪуз

in a normalization factor: U^s-pL-^r трк** •
 E
 being the

fermion's energy, E « m+ £, where ^ is the energy of mas-

leas fermion in the baclcground A. As the mass m tends

to «его, expression f^^t 4* ranishee for all fermions, ex-

cept those with £ • 0, i.e. except zero modes. Therefore

that are the zero-nodes, accounted by index theorem? Mo-

re exactly, we are going to specify the behaviour of functi-

ons \l) (x), which describe «ero-modes, near the singulari-

ties of coordinate system (i.e. at \x\ -» &© ) and bosonic

fields <£* (at l<p*l-*oo). The fields ф Л
 may become infi-

nite for special choices of coordinates on M,e,g. for the pa-
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rametrization of the polhta of spere M*S by flat coordinates

using stereographic proectiun,which we had applied in e.1. In

this case metric в^гЙ>,Ф) *
e
»da to zero as } Ф l"*°° , Re-

mind now, that femion IP* is interpreted aa a tangent vector

to the manifold M. Condition of finitenees of tangent vector is

the condition of finitenesa of its norm,

i°°
 (65)

At points,where Ч^Т (ф;Ф)-*Ф , in particular,as

the field ^ need not be finite, though its growth is limited

by the condition (65)» This condition is analogous to the fini-

teness requirement for epinor 1^ in the case of electrodyna-

mics. In electrodynamics Lagrangian contains t-»*f » т , while

in 6"-model - beg^^pV^»
 thua tn

«
 role of

 № 1
 is

 P
le
"

yed by the norm, which must satisfy the finlteness condition*

Note that no integral arise here, we consider only ~де product

g - 1 * ^ without any integration over d
2
x.

Behaviour of fields ^ as |z|-*oo is determined by

the requirement of conformed, invariance. Litterally the inde-

2 2

theorem concerns compact spaoe-time, viz* S rather than R .
2 2Equivalence of R and S is related to conformul invariance

of massless theory,which permits one io replace the flat metric

2 2

on R by metric on S without changing Lagrangian. In nore
details, in the expression J S

h V
^ ~Ь

on* m y proceed from metric du*» to

sine* detG
u
 .» G and flf G » Ь . In variance to bosonic

field* <b , the fermionic ones have nonvanishing confonaal wei-

ght, and thus do change under transformations of metric* Thia
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can Ъе seen also from that the change of metric implies the

transform from I ^ Ж ^ Л to Jf^i^t^fft
and, for the new Lagrangian coincides with the old one,

! ehautd differ from V|^ . Conformal weight of У * is +1/4,

thus the change of 6uv for Guv implies that

(Conformal weight of the metric G^y ia -1, and that of di-

ade-G^+1/2.) The remaining difference between ^ and *f

consists in the phase factor»dependent on the diade basis.)

The finiteness condition deals with the spiaor,which "lives"

on sphere, i.e« with ^ • Therefore l|^ should fall down

not slower than т~-г as li [ -* Oo . Thus,

i
is finite anywhere else.

To give an example, let us examine implications of these

conditions for zero-nodes in instantonic background in the so

called "S0(3) СГ-nouel".with H * S
2
. Inatanton ie = ~ ,

x
~*o

and its -variation w.r.to parameters b and x
Q
 gires two

(complex) bosonic zero-modes J^J and ^
x
j

x
 \2. Formally

* о о
equations for bosonic and fermionic zero-modes (cf.refe.

QT eqs.(67-69) below) are satisfied Ъу arbitrary ana-

lytical functions. It is easy to see,however, that any defor-

mation of instanton ~ = , different from —i= or
 t
—^" \^

x
~*o о

 V3C
"*

x
o'

would change topological charge. This change.being due to bo-

undary ("topologioal") effects does not manifest itself an

the level of equations of motion, instead fixation of topolo-
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gical charge affects boundary conditions, that the solutions

of these equations must satisfy. In order to select proper

fermionic zero modes, conditions (66} are necessary, which

mean in this situation,that

m
 A. at

Ф is finite anywhere else.

There are only two linearly independent analytical func-

11
tions, ^ ^ and

 2
»

 w
hieh satisfy these three

~ о (x-x )
conditions and describe fennionic zero-modes in the instanton

background /5/. There are ex&ctly two of them, just as the

index theorem requires in this case. It is important, that

conditions (66) do not coincide litterally with the conditi-

on of normalizability wi±h the weight g .-

Рог instance, for M»S model (super)conformal modes

тгт= are known to be non-normalizable with this weight:

1>

thi3 integral being logarithmically divergent. We underline on-

ce more, that there is no condition of normalizability of zero-

-modes, only requirements (66) should be satisfied, which al-

low logarithmic divergence of normalization integral.

Ît is worth saying also, that normalization integral does not

enter any physical answer, and makes no physical quantity either

vanishing or singular. Therefore, there is no use in,say, the

coincidence of numbers of bosonic and fermionic zero-modes,what

could lead to cancellation of bosonic and fermionic normalizati-

on integrals, be they relevant somewhere.
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low. after the requirements for cero-modes are realised,we

•ay examine the correspondence between numbers of bosonic and

fermionic eero-modea Sg and n
F
 * ̂ (L)

 + n
F(B)'

 w h i c h

define A-functions of auperaymmetric &-models. For this

purpose we aeed the linear approximation of equations for bo-

sonic and fermionic вего-modes in the instanton background /5,

2/. Яме* equationa follow directly from Lagrangi n (57),with

the account of condition» ^^±
nE
t "

 0 :

Everywhere g ^ - g^r ̂ i n e t ^ ' ^ i n e t ^ ^ '
 l n d i o e e L

and £ denote '' '.. .-/left and right-hand fermions, and

denote eigenvalues of operators. One to snpersymetry the

sets of eigenralues of bosonlc and feraionic operators coin-

cade. This aa|t be deduced froa eqs»(67-69): Any bosonic non-

»«ero node <pl with eigenvalue £-, ia accompanied

Ъу a pair of fermionic nodes with eigenvalues

I . . (70)

(71)

Tale fact is sufficient for cancellation of bosonic and

feraionic determinants in the pre-exponent of effective ee*i

tion in the instanton background (cf.p.c) below):

fermionic determinant Г LJfr-L .ж. 1
 л

bosonic deteraonan?) •-./-» 1" *•
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Аз to zero-modes, the story is more delicate. Relation

between rig and tip dependes on detailed features of the

theor-. The thing is as follows; Bosonic zero-modes corres-

pond to variations of instantonic solution, which is analy-

tical function of x, w.r.to воле parameters. Therefore bo-

sorr).c zero-modes are always analytical in x.i.e. "ТКйТ» О.

Лз 2-: sr.lt (see (67) and (69))» left fermionic zero-mod.es

coincide with the bosonic ones: Ц^ in"
1
 T o ^

O n e C f t n

easily realize,that the selection rules at singularities

are identical for Ьэзопхс and fermLcnic zero-modes, as it

waa shov/n above in She case of r.I=S"".) However, right-hand

zero-modes ere no longer defined by the fomula (69). Ne-

vertheless, it is impossible to conclude,that np/
R
j= 0.

The only what is ilear, is the relation n-./̂ » = n
s
« How

the index theorem coa help, 7/hich defint-э the difference

between iWr) and а
т?
/-,>. 1Что cases seem of interest

hore. The first is the homogeneous symmetric C-aodels with

!T=2 Euperayinnetry, v-hich had been discussed in rofsjp5,6jlt

v/аз shc'vn.that

lnd it в n
p ( L )

 - nj,
{ R )
 = ng (72)

for thea, a;;d, taking Identity r-p(j,) = n
a
 into account,we

conclude, that
 п
д(д)= ° ь

11
*
1 n

p
a n
u« ^

п
 'r?.ct tho relati-

cn (72) arines because the nuciber of instp-nton solution pa-

ranieters (i.e. Пд), as well аз the integral of Ricei tensor

(v.hich defines the index of Dirao oporp.tor), ere related in

this case т/ith the . same geometrical characteris-

tic of manifolds IT, viz. with there first Chern elase,which

coincides in this case with the eigenvalue of Casifflir ope-

rator of group acting transitively on M.
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The second interesting ease is Ricci-flat.e.g. hyperkahle-

rian C'-models. Index vanishes for them: ^(L)"
 n

F(R)'
 E n d

Dp • **7(тЛ* ̂ FfR)
1
* ^ B * "^ ЪЪ& next paragraph we shall show.

that identity Пр» 2пв plus U*4 supersynnne try ,i
a
e* hyper-

kahlerian structure, imply vanishing of ft -function in all or-

ders of perturbation theory. In the remainder of this paragraph

we use the knowledge of explicit heperkahlerian metrics from

s.1 in order to clarify the way the identity np/j,)
3 п
р/д

ч i s

realized,i.e. what do the right-hand zero-modes look like.

Let us consider the hyperkahlerian metric on T (CF )• Bo-

sonic sector of the corresponding N«4 supersymmetrie sigma-

model includes *tvVO complex fields ф s(£)W) and Lagrangian

(73)

'+ fermionic terms;

The first problem is to understand the construction of in-

stantonic solutions. The answer is тегу simple:

*inst ™ x - x 'о

In other words these are ordinary instantons of "50(3)

del" (M-S
2
), which arises from ttie I*(CP

1
)-model at w - 0.

Restriction »in
S
t • 0 i» aot too surprising after erery-

thing whet we Know about the metric (73). Condition w • 0

specifies a non-contractable compact 2-cdcle within

non-compact cotangent bundle V (CF
1
). One can conrince that
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instanton can not have w ^ 0 by going to singular coordinates

1/2 1 /2
u = w ' a, v = w ' (see s.3). Instead of (73) we would have

fZ*H@ (75)
+ fennionic terms.

This time 2& - ( [uj
2
 + |v(

2
)

2
.

u'e know from s.3 that the asymptotic local euclidean property of

the hyporkahler metric on T (CP ) is manifest in coordinates

u,v. On the oth'-tr hand these coordinates are senseless in the

domain w=0: the "point" u=O,v=O is not in fact a point,but

rather an entiro sphere C P \ Thus any functions

can be studied in coordinates u,v, except those which have w=0.

In particular, any instantonic solution with wnL 0 is given

by analytical functions (u(x),v(x)). However, any analyticul func-

tion (except identical constant) obligatory tends to infinity so-

mewhere, i.e. we get into the asymptotically euclidean domain,

and the action integral (59) unavoidably diverges. In other words

ro_ analytical functions (u(x),v(x)) describe instantonic so-

lution. Tho only what is not forbidden by this argumenti is the

function (Z=Z(X),TT»O), and one can readily verify, that indeed

eq.(74) presents an instanton in the T (CP ) O"-model. The

metric on this instantonic solution, g ,y (<p. . , ф . . ) looks

like (24):

where s » _
7. -

(76)

b
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(
 Bosonic zero-modes correspond to variations of instanto-

' nAc solution w.r.to b and x and are given by

(77)

"2 •

According to general rules, left-hand fermionie «ero-modes ha

re the same forms

(78)

And what about right-hand zero-modes? The sigma-model under

consideration is hyperkehlerian, thus Riccl tansor and the

index of Mrec operator vanish, and consequently the two left-

-hand sero-modee (78) should be accompanied by two right-hand

ones. Io order to find them we use eq.(69):

0 (79)

To begin with, let us look what happened in the case

2

XL ж s , and why there were no relevant solutions of this equ-

ation. Por the sphere g_= * и
 2
 ; z « -

r
 • »v . Por-

* (1+ z )
mally, any solution of eq.(f9) has the form

x
-

x
o

4«
fj(x) being any analytical function* However .besides the

equation itaelf, boundezy condition* (66) exist. The requi-

reaent for <f>
(R)
 at z -> x

o
. \V(Q\ £ С |й|^ j ^

implies that f (x) la proportional to (х-х
й
) :
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] fix) » (x-x
Q
) g(3c), and analytical g(x) hae aingulariti-

.' es nowhere, besides, perhaps, the point x « ®°
 #

 However,

then the condition for l|^
R)
 at Jxl-*

6
*

0
 viz. №(

R
)I £.§1

I can not be satisfied, since f(x) grows not slower than x

at infinity,while g z z tends to unity.

The problem is, of course, caused by the "bad" behaviour

of gzz, . But what changes in the hyperkahlerian

case? The anawer is evident from the form of matrix (76). One

should use g** a -~^ instead of gez, i.e. search

tor right-hand zero-modes in the form of { Tflj i "^ » Т(£| ) ,

How the solution of eq.(79) ie

Boundary conditions

\y** ^-£- as x

require this time,that

as x —* xQ

*«

thus selecting exactly two analytical functions ±'-(.x)s
1 1 '

—-J— and _ i 9, and the two righi-hand zero-modes
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It may seem, that some new "bosonic zero-modi я may cc.'eo-

pond to t;;ese two right-hand fermionic rcodes. The thing is

that aecor&irc to eqs.(67) end (G9) the fu.eticr; Cp ,:.uch

? that "{)ф'— Нрч© setisfies the equation f:r bosonic кого-

;
 -modes. However, one should usually reraer.ber [-bout boundary

conditions, which in the сазе of bofioric fluctuations dictate

the topological charge preservation. TJote now.thr-t oquntion

, (79) for zerc—EO':.ee is the crnaitr'.on of th*. f-ctl̂ ^ prevrve-

tion; end thtt the chengec cf action and topolc^ical ch'.r̂ o

coincide only for fluctufitions, described by cnelyti•-_••••] func-

tions of x. «e shall see in a morawt, that boponic functi-

ons* which correspond to right-hand zero-modes of fenaion^

are not analytical, end thus they can not pla;v the role of

bosonic aero-modes. Indeed, let us integrate the first one

of zero-modee (80) over dac:

const, ф * - ln(ibl
2
 + {x|

2
>

Eils function ie not analytic in x, Sindlerly, from the ве-

eona mode (3C) we obtain the function

<Ь* * const,

whaciz neither can serve as a real zero-mode.

Tbe right-hand zero-iacdes are constructed quite similar-

ly in eli other s'CCP^-models. In all cases the relations
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\ a) Exact Gell-Mann-Low function* froia instanton calculus.

In this paragraph we apply the procedure of H*vikov,Shif-

| man,Vainshtein and Zakharor (NSVZ) to the calculation of

' £> -function in N=4 eupersymmetric 0" -model*. Ve are not go-

ing to discuss the NSVZ method in details, since it is thou-

rougbly discuussed by its authors in refs^,5f and dwell upon

. the questions, especially related to H»4 supersymmetry,
: The 1I3VZ method is baaed on the possibility to calculate

exactly in all orders of perturbation theory the one instan-

ton contribution I into the vacuum-vacuum transition ampli-

tude for some supersjrmmetryc theories (including Yang-Uille

with arbitrary extended supersymraetry in four dimensions;

N•2,4 supersymmetric sigma-models in two dimensions etc.} un-

der the assumption, that supersymmetric regularization is ap-

plied.*^ " I depends non-trivially on the bar*

coupling constant gQ and ultraviolet cut-off JtQ. Then the

requirement of finiteness,applied to I, implies that

and thus permits one to deduce exaot perturbative A -function:

'Note, that in varlence with gauge theories /19/and Its гет1-
sed.but still Incorrect version; /20/

t
 for Q'-nodels with,

extended super symmetry there la no problem In finding such •

regularization. There are no reasons for Pauli-Villars regula-

risatlon to fail /21/* (Por 11*2,4 SUSY fermions In quantum

Lagrangian are in fact Dirac-,rather than Majorana-like, thus

mass terms are not forbidden for thea.) At last, explicit cal-

culation of three-loop ^-function has been done /22/ for a

hyperkahler 0*-model with a vanishing result. We remind,that

the three-loop contribution is.aheree-independent In this case

(see below).
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j Proceed now to calculation of I. On the classical level

I » •"•**"/в
о
 - this is nothing more than

ezp(-one instanton action)* One-loop correction to I is gi-

ven by square root from the ratio of fermionic and bosonic

determinants times the contribution of eero-modes. The,' ratio

of determinants in supersymmetrie theories is always unity;

for & -models we have verified this statement explicitly in

p.b), when we assured that any non-zero bosonic mode with

eigenvalue £ is accompanied by two fermionic modes with

eigenvalues ± £ « What about sero modes? They are incorpo-

rated by the introduction 'f collective coordinates* I be-

comes inptantonic measure instead of being a number. Bosonic

sero-modes correspond to the arbitrariness of Instanton posi-

tion, its siee and isotopic orientation, while fermionic

sero-modes manifest the difference in fermionic numbers of

vacua, connected by instanton transition* Denoting the pro-

duct of collective coordinate differentials through dlt,

we write down the instantonlc measure in the following form

There did the dependence of the preezponent on 1IO and gQ

appeared from? From regulator determinants. Besides bosonic

and fermionic determinants contributing '.- :: ~ - .- •.

to the preezponent, there Is analogous ratio of determinants
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of massive regulator fields: _*/... .nil*'

(regulators enter the Lagrangian with a wrong sign,and sow

bosonic determinant stands in the nominator}» is the som-

ber of non-vanishing £ *a is the same in the nominator

and denominator, this ratio is also unity except the cont-

ribution of кего-modes:

М
>о

- this 1з the first factor in (32). In one-loop approxima-

tion one should also take into account the normalization

ot zero-modes, which differs from the classical one due

to corrections to fermionic external legs. Supersyametry

implies renorminvariance of the field у , and the norma-

lization of zero-modes (bosonic and fermionic) la defined

only by a factor of -Ц before the Lagrangian (57)*
О

Taking square root from the ratio of determinants one ar-

rives to the second factor in expression (82) for dl.

(See refs^,5]for more detailed discussion.)

Now let us assume the one-loop answer (82) to be

exact within perturbation theory and is not changed by

higher corrections, Then this formula implies that for

n-g» n
B
 dependence on g

Q
 is absent in the preexponent,

and the renorminavariance of 4i means that

i.e. ft -function is non-вего anly in one loop and is ne-

gative (the asymptotically free situation). Relation
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ig holde for N-2 supersymmetrlc @"-models, built on

hoaogeneous symmetric manifolds /6/. (Shis is the only кподп

class of renormalizsble Kahler sigma-modela. Uncontrollable

appearence of new counter-terms is forbiiden here by high

global symmetry related to the homogenity of the manifold.)

If Пр= ЭПт», as it happens In hyperkahlerien sigma-шо-

dels (cf.p.b)), then dependence on regulator mass drops out

from formula (82) (as noted in the introduction, this is

because of finiteness of hyperkahlerian theories /1,2,15/),

thus C, -function, calculated from (81) vanishes.

The last thing we are to discuss is the absence of hig-

her corrections to eq.(82). These corrections could lead to

multiplication of the formula (82) by (1 + 0(g^)). It is

important, that supersynnetry forbids this factor to depend

on Hg/5/. The case of n
y
" a- is rather unique, since

this only statement is sufficient for exact calculation of

ft-function: since the corrections does not bring tf
Q
 in

(82)
?
 which is independent of B

Q
 by itself, ft-function

Tanishes. Usually it Is necessary to рготе also the lack of

corrections like (i+cgg+..«), which «re independent of M.

but affect three-loop and higher coefficients of В -functi-

on, if the first two ones differ from sero.

Though it is not necessary for proring identical rani-

thing of 6 -function, we shall show that for H«+ super-

synmetric {Г-во&е1в,ав well as for K»2 supersynmetric ones,

any corrections to the formula (62) are absent. It is

worth noting, that equality x y 2nj is related directly
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to the Ricci-flatness oondition; however, for Ricci-flat but

not Lyperkahlerian sigma-models corrections to (82) may

depend on M
Q
 and one may check that already two-loop A-fun

tion may appear nonvanisbing, (Moreover, it is quite probabl

that Ricci-flat but not hyperkahler O' -models are not re-

normalizable at all, in particular, the property of Ricei-

-flatnesa can be broken by radiative corrections.) We under

line also, that the vanishing of В-function does not depend

on the choice of renormalization sheme. Any^cbame,which can

be obtained from the supereymmetric one by redefinition, of

2

coupling constant g -> g + cg + ... , will give va-

nishing A-function. (Things are different already for Я»2

supersymmetric models. The vanishing of В -function in «11

orders besides the first one is not invariant property and

holds only for superaymmetric regularization and for coupling

constant defined in the background field method. Usder the

change of regularization procedure, already the third coeff-

cient of (& -function may become non-sero.)

In discussion of corrections to the formula (82) we saal]

assume the reader to be familiar with papers /4,5/, and we

use notations sad formulas from these articles without spe-cial comments. For the sake of simplicity we oonsider the"ei-

nimal" (n>1) T (CP
1
) model. The measure die describes in

this case two(complex) bosonic zero-modes and four fermioni*

(One should remember,that any of these differentials is pro-

duct of two ones, corresponding to two reml components of
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complex mode, e.g. JL*o~dxo } (U ~сЦ,Мь

ease of spherical (У-model (M=S ) /5/ right-hand zero-modes

are absent anc| there are no factors a a ^ d ^ in (83).

T (CP )-model possesses N=4 supersymmetry, and four su-

pergenerators act on collective coordinates as follows (сотр.

with

(84)

£ parameters of four supertransformations. The

measure (83) Is invariant under these transformations Thus £

corrections to formula (82) for dl, if any, should Ъе super-

symmetric by themselves. Therefore they can not, say, contain

contributions like lnjbj Ы* «non-invariant w.r. to (84).

This was the fact, we meant above, saying the corrections do

not depend on M • Now i/e present a more general argument con-

cerning any (and not only Independent) corrections to dl.

The contribution of quantum fluctuations to a physical quan-

tity in N<*4 super symmetric theory looks like

Jv being some function of background fields, and

- generators of aupertranaf ornationa. '...'
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It is important,that expression which describes quantum effects,

possesses apparently all the symmetries of the theory. This is

the reason for explicit integration over all four parameters

0 ^ ' to occur in (85). (If one doubts abuut this general state-

ment, we may cite papers /23,24/, which seem to imply,that not

only quantum corrections, but the entire theory from the very

beginning can be written in apparently 11=4 supersyrcnetric form

(the classical LaerangiP-n included).) "Quantura La3rangian" hf

is supersymuetrie, thus commutators Цty . J%J csn differ from

zero only bec&use of non-supersymmetric choice of background

field3. For instance, if the expression (85) is estimated in va-

nishing background, i.e. if one looks for quantum corrections to

vacuum energy, it equals zero. Here we are interested in the va-

lue of expression (85) in instantonic background. Generally spe-

aking, instanton varies under the action of all supertransforma-

tions (all four parameters £• appear in (04)). TJevsrtheless

we arr going to show, that no •..'.,. . actual dependence of л^

on j : ..istero £} ' and с can arise. In other words

еоитиъез at least with Q* ' p.nd Q*
 f

 what is quite sufficient

for the corrections (85) to eq.(£34) to vanish. Parameters £

and £ *4' differ from the others in that they enter (8//) only

being multiplied by ol or В - collective coordinates,corres-

. ponding to fermionic zero modes. This means that the correction

(85) being non-zero, it unavoidably leads to disappearence of

some zero-modes; in some order of perturbation theory these

modes become non-zero. Such an "outcome from zero" nay be for-

bidden by Ъ.чо гяааопя. Be there no right-head zero-modes,the
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the disappearance of left-hand ones would contradict the index

theorem. This is the thing in case of 11=2 supersymmetric theo-

riee and this was just the way the luck of corrections in S -

and other (J'-models has been proved/5,6/. For N=4 supersym-

metry this line of reasoning is closed: index is zero and an

"outcome" of pair - left- and right-hand - zero-modes at once

does not contradict the index theorem. It contradicts supersym-

metry, however* The quantity of bosonic zero-modes is defined

by unbroken global symmetries of action and can not vary within

perturbation theory. But then no bosonic partners exist for two

fermionic modes.which "left" zero. These partners could not

arise also from non-zero bosonic modes, their energy being pro-

portional to "box ai'g'e'1" w h*l e eigenvalues of zero-modes,

which came out of zero in the k-th order of perturfaation theo-
»2k

ry is proportional to wlyw aige" » i»e» depends on the coup-
ling constant g. A bit formally one can say, that the outcome

of fermionic zero-modes is forbidden by the conservation of

Witten's index.

We are gratefull to D.V.Alekaeevaky, Ya.LKogan, Yu.I.Ma-

nin, A.A.Roely and H.A.Shifman for valuable discussions.
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